The Volyn Regional Organization of Certified Employees of Internal Affairs Authorities of Ukraine, with the support of the National police Head Office management in the region, held a charity action "The Only Family" in April this year.

The purpose of this action is to assist the families of law enforcement officers who died in the course of duty, members of the trade union involved in the Joint Forces Operation, veterans and WWII retired law enforcement officials.

The trade union committee of the Volyn regional trade union organization spent a total amount of 24300 UAH to hold such action, of which 4700 UAH was spent to purchase food kits for the families of dead law enforcement officers, 12500 UAH was spent on meat cans for the members of the Trade Union who were sent to the area of the Joint Forces Operation, 7000 UAH to meet the specific living needs of WWII participants.

It should be noted that the mentioned action was held due to the active participation of Volodymyr Buravsky, the chairman of Volyn regional organization of the Trade Union of Certified Employees of Internal Affairs Authorities of Ukraine, heads of the primary Trade Union Organizations, heads of police patrol service units of the special purpose “Svityaz” in Kovel, Turiysk, Manevytsk units of the police.

Maya Shostak, the deputy of Lutsk City Council and poet Nina Horyk expressed many sincere words of gratitude to the management of the National Police Head Office of the region and the Trade Union for their care.

Photo: Volodymyr Buravskyy, chairman of Volyn Regional Organization of the Trade Union of Certified Employees of Internal Affairs Authorities of Ukraine together with a trade union assets and current police officers, visit the families of lost law enforcement officers, participants of the Joint Forces Operation, veterans and members of World War II at the places of their residence.